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ABSTRACT 1

Abstract

In this work we establish some game bounds. For each �nite birthday,

N , we �nd the smallest positive number and the greatest game born

by day N , as well as the smallest and the largest positive in�nitesimals.

As for each particular birthday we provide the extreme values for those

types of games, these results extend those in [1, page 214].

The main references in the theory of combinatorial games are ONAG [1] and

WW [2]. We'll use the notation and some fundamental results

from WW|mainly from its �rst six chapters|to establish some bounds

to the size of the games.
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Chapter 1

Basic De�nitions

Given a game G = fL jRg where L;R are two sets of games we'll write G =

fGL jGRg, so GL (GR) will stand for the typical Left (Right) option of G.

De�nition 1 The sum of two games G = fGL jGRg and H = fHL jHRg is de�ned by

G+H = fGL +H;G+HL jGR +H;G+HRg :

De�nition 2 The negative of a game G is

�G = f�GR j �GLg :

We write G�H for G+ (�H) .

De�nition 3 A game in which the second player to move is the winner is a zero game, 0.

De�nition 4 The partial order is de�ned by (see ONAG, page 78, for a more formal ap-

proach)

G > H (G is bigger thanH) i�G�H is won byLeft ;whoever starts:

G = H (G is equal toH) i�G�H is a zero game:

G < H (G is smaller thanH) i�G�H is won byRight ;whoever starts:


